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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your customer plans to improve the application recognition of a
software inventory tool.
You need to measure the performance of the application
recognition function.
Which metric should you use?
A. unknown software executables in the environment
B. software purchases from authorized vendors
C. software purchases compared to software requests
D. software requests compared to software installations
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
In a single-channel European Conference of Postal and

Telecommunications Administration (CEPT) environment,
interrogators operating in dense-reader mode are separated:
A. logically.
B. physically.
C. temporally.
D. spectrally.
Answer: C
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is an IIS parser log used for?
A. To provide universal query access to text-based data such as
logs
B. To generate alerts and log events
C. For logging specific Windows events
D. For backing up Windows logs
Answer: A
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